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My fall semester project explores the works of Georges Méliès and the beginnings of
cinema through a creative nonfiction picture book for the 4-7 year old age group. The creative
nonfiction genre in picture books has an expanded demographic because of the appeal to both
younger and older audiences. History is a popular topic within the genre, and with this project I
intend to tell a real story that impacts the emotions of the reader, but is also a light introduction
to Méliès’ work. I chose to execute the final illustrations using bold shapes and collage textures
to convey a sense of whimsy. I made color choices based on the colors used in Méliès’ movies.
As a contrast to separate film from reality, the illustrations that depict the real world have a
warmer color scheme. The illustrations representing scenes on film were rendered using a cool
color scheme with touches of warm color to portray where the black and white film had been
color tinted in select spots. With this project, it is my goal to demonstrate my ability as a
professional illustrator to write and illustrate a picture book because that is the field I am
pursuing after graduation.

My spring semester thesis explores shape language and texture through a toy collection
for the 3-6 year old age group that uses a sophisticated color palette that would appeal to kids
and adults alike. Race cars are a popular theme for children’s toys, but while conducting initial
market research, I could not find a toy collection on the market that utilizes the race car theme
that has a soft approachable feel. I executed the final illustrations using texture and bold shapes
to convey playfulness. The characters I designed for the collection are anthropomorphic so that
they feel approachable, and anthropomorphic characters are popular in children’s product
marketing for this reason. The collection displays a variety of scenes within the environment at
different points in the race. There is no specific order for the scenes to be interacted with and the
audience can make up their own story. The wooden racer toys, play mat and sticker activity
allow the audience to play creatively and make up their own stories with the characters in their
environment. The sticker activity includes four sheets of stickers and a reversible background so
that the child can make their own scenes by arranging scenery, objects and characters. I included
two jigsaw puzzles to expand the market group because the products are age appropriate for
children 3-6 years old, and the puzzles vary in difficulty and size, 30 pieces and 60 pieces.
While conducting initial market research for this project, I found that it is common for a toy
collection to have two or more puzzles in the collection to expand markablity and product range.
The stickers and temporary tattoos have the same function. Temporary tattoos are commonly
included in toy collections for the 3-6 year old age group and generally reuse assets from other
products. So I chose to reuse assets for the temporary tattoos and stickers to create a cohesive
look and expand the range of the collection. This project provided me with the opportunity to
explore another market within the larger field of children’s publishing. My goal with this project
is to demonstrate my ability to create a cohesive collection of illustrations that are applied to a
wide variety of products. After graduation I plan to pitch this project to toy companies. I am
also planning on expanding upon this project to explore the universe the characters exist in.
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Thesis Statement

My thesis explores the works of Georges Méliès and the beginnings of cinema through a creative nonfiction 
picture book for the 4-7 year old age group.  The creative non fiction genre in picture books has an expanded 
demographic because of the appeal to both younger and older audiences.  History is a popular topic within the genre, and 
with this project I intend to tell a real story that impacts the emotions of the reader, but is also a light introduction to 
Méliès’ work. I chose to execute the final illustrations using bold shapes and collage textures to convey a sense of 
whimsy.  I made color choices based on the colors used in Méliès’ movies.  As a contrast to separate film from reality, the 
illustrations that depict the real world have a warmer color scheme.  The illustrations representing scenes on film were 
rendered using a cool color scheme with touches of warm color to portray where the black and white film had been color 
tinted in select spots. With this project, it is my goal to demonstrate my ability as a professional illustrator to write and 
illustrate a picture book because that is the field I am pursuing after graduation.
































































































































